TM

your total solution for
smart predictive maintenance
a smartly devised predictive
maintenance strategy can
increase production line
availability 5–15% and reduce
maintenance costs by 18–25%.*

Knowing what’s going on in real-time with process equipment is critical to your
business. Because of its immense ROI potential, you may be considering
implementing a predictive maintenance (PdM) program. But trying to
coordinate multiple hardware and software vendors – especially a team that
knows your business – is a hassle. And trying to install and configure an
IIoT monitoring system yourself, no less interpreting and mitigating process
equipment problems, is time-consuming, complicated, and risky as well.

AiM is the only true end-to-end
completely customized condition
monitoring system, MaaS, repair,
and support services solution on
the U.S. market today.

The OTP family of companies has been providing process equipment and
reliability solutions to the industrial sector for decades. And we’re the only
industrial equipment experts to offer a true turnkey PdM solutions package
that targets your specific application and equipment needs. AiM is our endto-end technology and engineering program that provides automated
intelligence for maintenance teams, combined with local proactive repair
solutions that minimize unscheduled downtime — saving substantial money in
lost productivity and escalated repair costs. And with OTP, you can count on
technical expertise, operational integrity and superior local service.

**Data transmission is one-way,
which means equipment can not
be controlled through the wireless
connection or software.

*McKinsey & Company, Digitally Enabled Reliability, 2018

AiM’s turnkey service and custom-configured/programmed system includes:
• Hydraulic Institute certified system assessment
• best-in-class, reliable hardware components
• complete customization to suit your application(s), including
component configuration and programming
• on-site installation and testing
• cloud-based dashboard offering real-time data, historical data storage**
• secure, high-speed wireless service or connection to your IT network**
• 24/7 remote monitoring as a service (MaaS) by the same team that
designed and installed your system
• OEM certified equipment maintenance/repair services
**If your organization’s security protocol requires data remain on premise, we can program the system to
email the monitoring data to 3 people at your facility daily rather than transmitting via wireless/cloud services.
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TM

Automated Intelligence for Maintenance

a complete technology, MaaS, analysis + repair solution
AiM systems include EVERYTHING, from assessing system needs and custom
configuring/programming your PdM system, to installation and MaaS (monitoring
as a service). We’ll supply periodic reporting, analysis, and even provide expert
repair. AiM is the only PdM program that is this comprehensive, with this degree
of customization – and with a dedicated local team throughout your PdM
journey that builds equity in your process. We do all the heavy lifting, saving your
team time and ensuring maximum uptime. Click each feature below for details.
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unmatched flexibility + scalability to match your needs
According to Harvard researchers,
project team consistency increases
productivity, innovation + value, while
lowering defects + budget deviations.
Just a few of the advantages of
having the same AiM team members
for your entire PdM journey.

The AiM system’s competitive strengths include its flexibility/customization of
hardware, software, and networking, the deep expertise of our engineering
team, and our comprehensive local support services. Once installed and
tested, you can monitor and interpret trends yourself, or engage our AiM team
to manage some or ALL aspects of your PdM program, straight through repair.

for more information, visit
> https:// bit.ly/AiM-PdM
or contact us to discuss your
predictive maintenance needs
*HBR.org, The Benefits of Keeping Teams Intact, 2013
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